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Abstract

In this contribution the provisional SCR standard formula adopted in the recent QIS2
document, issued by CEIOPS on May 2006, is described, with particular reference to the
underwriting risk for Property & Casualty insurers. As well known the QIS2 document is the
base for the on-going Quantitative Impact Study concerning the EU Solvency II Project, from
which will be drawn up the first draft directive assumed to be published by the end of 2007.

Besides, the provisional formula will be compared with the results supplied by a
simulation model based on a risk-theory approach, according to different risk measures,
confidence levels  and time horizons.

Finally, it will be emphasized the part of the general formula for which in-depth
technical discussion is still needed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many studies have been carried out on the topic of insurance solvency and
extensive researches have been appointed by governments and various institutions
over the last decades. Among these, particular mention is to be reserved to the well
known studies carried out by Campagne, Buol and De Mori for both life and non-
life insurance solvency, on whose results the minimum solvency margin in the EU
countries were established in 70’s. The results of those studies are still a relevant
benchmark also in the most recent European and North American actuarial studies,
analysing the Risk-Based Capital system applied in USA and the reform of the EU
minimum solvency margin formula (Solvency II project)1. Notwithstanding the

1  See e.g. Report O.C.S.E. (1961), Actuarial Advisory Committee to the NAIC Property & Casualty
Risk-Based Capital Working Group (1992), Johnsen et al. (1993), Müller Working Party (1997).
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numerous and relevant criticism addressed to their studies it is to be acknowledged
to them the merit to have fixed, a long time ago nowadays, a first general criteria
for the solvency conditions and to have promoted a larger cooperation on the matter
amongst the European countries.

Anyhow, notwithstanding in the assurance legislation a simple formula for
the minimum solvency margin is needed, a universal formula is commonly
considered to be an impossible achievement, moreover for the increasing complexity
of the real insurance world. At this regard, many researches2 have pointed out how
the simulation of comprehensive model may represent a suitable tool for the
supervisory authority, in order to perform, after the “solvency test” (that may be
regarded as a tool of “first level control”), a “second level control” taking into
account all possible features of the company which can not be simply considered
in the “first level” analysis.

These studies have mainly made use of simulation techniques in order to be
able to draw some conclusions for whatever insurer. In the actuarial literature it is
emphasized how such kind of models may be suitable for both solvency supervision
and risk management in non-life insurance, with particular reference to underwriting,
pricing, reserving, reinsurance and investment. The attention is here focused only
on the pure underwriting risk (premium risk), modelling a multiline general insurer
with a portfolio affected by short-term fluctuations on claim frequencies but
without any claim reserving run-off.

Finally, it is worth to emphasize that when a solvency analysis is carried out,
great attention must be paid to the well known trade-off Solvency vs Profitability,
affecting a large part of the management strategies.

Indeed, the main pillars of the insurance management are:
• high growth in the volume of business and in the market share;

• sound financial strength;

• competitive return for shareholders’ capital.

To increase the volume of business is a natural target for the management, but
that may cause a need of new capital for solvency requirements and consequently
a reduction in profitability of equity is likely to occur.

In other words, the main goal for the insurance management is how to increase
return for stockholders with the relevant constraint to afford all underwritten
liabilities and to guarantee them with a relevant risk capital invested into the company

2 As to pioneer researches in general insurance at this regard, see e.g. Pentikäinen and Rantala
(1982), British General Insurance Solvency Group (1987), Pentikäinen et al. (1989) and Daykin
and Hey (1990).
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such to fulfil minimum capital requirements approved by the supervisory authority, and
possible extra voluntary risk capital to face supplementary insurance risks.

An appropriate risk management analysis is then needed in order to assess the
measure of risk (probability of ruin, capital-at-risk, unconditional expected shortfall,
etc.), clearly depending on both the structure of its insurance and investment
portfolio and the risk capital available at the moment of the evaluation.

Once the tolerable ruin probability3 is fixed and regarded as suitable for the
company, that is the upper limit to be not exceeded and then for a short-medium term
an estimate of the actual probability of ruin is needed together with the probability
distribution of the return on equity linked to alternative strategies.

2. SOLVENCY II PROJECT

On this aspect, the Solvency II project established by EU since 2001, and still
in the due course4, has structured the insurance solvency supervising according a
three-pillars approach as Basle II:
1. Minimum Financial Requirements

2. Supervisory Review Process

3. Market disclosure.

We focus here on the capital requirements included in Pillar I (and more
precisely SCR “Solvency Capital Requirement”) for which it is still under review
a Standard Formula to take into account all (measurable) source of risk in order to
determine an amount to be sufficient to cover the risk on a time horizon of 1 year
for a very high degree of probability (namely 99.5%). Alternatively, the future
discipline will allow the insurers to use internal models (for part of the risks or in total).

The above mentioned “standard formula” is under review by quantitative
impact studies (QIS), carried on the whole EU insurance market on a voluntary
basis by solo/group insurers, the last one at the moment issued by CEIOPS
(Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pension Supervisors) on
Spring 2006 under the title QIS2.

3 As emphasized in Coutts and Thomas (1997) “the risk tolerance level of an individual company
is clearly a matter for its Board of Director to establish, subject to regulatory minimum
standards”, and the concept of probability of ruin may be used as a measure of this “risk
tolerance”. In particular, these authors defined five different measures of ruin, according the
failure of management target, the regulatory intervention level, net worth turning negative,
exhaustion of cash and investments and, finally, inability to dispose of illiquid investments.

4 The new Solvency II regime is expected to come in force since 2011.
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The sources of risk regarded in QIS2 are grouped in the following six
categories (see Figure 1):
• Life Underwriting Risk: biometric (mortality, longevity, morbidity, disability),

lapses and expenses

• Non-Life Underwriting Risk: premium, reserve and CAT

• Health Underwriting Risk: expenses, excessive loss/mortality/cancellation,
epidemic/accumulation

• Market Risk: interest rate, equity, property and currency

• Credit Risk

• Operational Risk.

For Non-Life Insurers the main impact on the SCR should be given by either
Market Risk and Underwriting Risk (including both Premium and Reserve Risk),
with a very higher requirement in total compared with the Solvency I Regulatory
Solvency Margin (RSM). We remind that for Non-Life insurance the RSM is
approximately 16-20% of gross written premiums, and under the Solvency I regime
the Italian market has almost constantly shown an Available Capital (AC) equal to
roughly 3 times the RSM. Under the future Solvency II regime it is expected the new
rules on both AC (related to a sort of market value valuation for both assets and
liabilities) and SCR would lead the Solvency Ratio to decrease to 1.5 approximately
for the non-life market in the whole5.

Fig. 1: The structure of QIS2 Standard Formula.

5 On the other hand for life insurance is not expected significant changes in the Solvency ratio.
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It is worth to emphasize that the significant expected increase in non-life
insurers capital requirements is mainly due to the fact that Solvency I RSM was
mainly based on the studies carried out by Campagne and De Mori in 60’s, where
the premium underwriting risk only was in practice estimated, whereas under
Solvency II regime many other sources of risk are included (above all market and
reserving risk).

As already mentioned the focus of the present paper is on the Non-Life
Underwriting Risk in order to understand the impact on different insurers and to
compare the QIS2 standard formula with the results of internal model developed by
simulation approach.

3. THE COLLECTIVE RISK THEORETICAL MODEL

The framework of the model provides a risk theoretical approach where the
underwriting risk is almost exclusively dealt with, and the financial variables are
simply regarded as deterministic and the run-off risk rising from loss reserving is
not considered.

In classical Risk-Theory literature the stochastic Risk Reserve �U
t
 at the end

of the relevant year t is given by:

� � � �U j U B X E B X Ct t t t t t
RE

t
RE

t
R= + � + � � � � ��( ) ( ) (1 1

EE j) ( ) /�� ��� +1 1 2 (1)

with gross premiums volume of the year (Bt), stochastic aggregate claims amount

�Xt( ) and general and acquisition expenses (Et) realized in the middle of the year,

whereas j is the annual rate of investment return, assumed to be a constant risk-free

rate. As to reinsurance, Bt
RE  denotes the gross premiums volume ceded to reinsurer

whereas �Xt
RE   and Ct

RE  are respectively the amount of claims refunded by reinsurer

and the reinsurance commissions. Neither dividends nor taxation are considered
into the model.

The gross premium amount is composed of risk premium P = E t
�Xt( ) , safety

loadings applied as a (constant) quota of the risk premium l*Pt and of the expenses
loading as a (constant) coefficient c applied on the gross premium:

B P P c Bt t t t= + � + ��
Disregarding reinsurance covers, in case the actual expenses are equal to the

expense loadings (E c Bt t= � ), the classical risk reserve equation (1) becomes:
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� � �U j U P X jt t t t= + � + + � ��� ��� +�( ) ( ) ( ) /1 1 11
1 2� (1bis)

It is here assumed that claims settlement will take place in the same year as
the claim event and therefore no claims provision at the end of the year is needed.
Actually, for many general insurance lines (e.g. motor third-party liability) the run-
off risk concerning the development of the initial estimate of claim reserve is not
negligible at all and therefore it is an additive source of risk, but on the other hand
here only premium risk only is going to be modelled.

Assuming for the moment that only one line of business is undertaken by the
insurer, the nominal gross premium volume increases yearly by the claim inflation
rate (i) and the real growth rate (g):

B i g Bt t= + � + � �( ) ( )1 1 1

assumed rates i and g to be constant in the regarded time horizon.

Following the collective approach, the aggregate claims amount �Xt  is given

by a compound process:

� �

�

X Zt i t
i

kt

=
=
∑ ,

1

(2)

where �kt
 is the random variable of the number of claims occurred in the year t and

�Zi t,  the random claim size of the i-th claim occurred at year t.

As well known an usual assumption in general insurance for the number of
claims distribution is the Poisson law, and having assumed a dynamic portfolio the
Poisson parameter will be increasing (or decreasing) recursively year by year by the
real growth rate g. It means that �kt

 is Poisson distributed with parameter
nt = n0 · (1 + g)t depending on the time.

In practice the simple Poisson law frequently fails to provide a satisfactory
representation of the actual claim number distribution. Usually the number of
claims is affected by other types of fluctuations6 than pure random fluctuations:
a) Trends: when a slow moving change of the claim probabilities is occurring.

They can produce an either increase or decrease of the expected value since a
systematic change in the line environment conditions;

b) Short-period fluctuations: when fluctuations are affecting only in the short-term
(usually less than a year) the assumed probability distribution, without any time-

6 See Beard, Pentikainen and Pesonen (1984).
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dependency. In practice, they can be caused for instance by meteorological
changes7 or by epidemic diseases;

c) Long-period cycles: when changes are not mutually independent and they
produce their effect on a long term and a cycle period of several years may be
assumed. They are usually correlated to general economic conditions.

In the present paper trends as well as long-term cycles are disregarded and
only short-term fluctuations are taken into account (note that this strong assumption
is not so crucial when a one year time horizon is regarded, as in solvency
supervision requirements). For this purpose a structure variable will be introduced
to represent short-term fluctuations in the number of claims. In practice the
(deterministic) parameter of the simple Poisson distribution for the number of

claims of year t will turn to be a stochastic parameter n qt �� , where �q  is a random

structure variable8 having its own probability distribution depending on the short-
term fluctuations it is going to perform. If no trends are assumed, the only restriction

for the probability distribution�q of  is that its expected value has to be equal to 1.

The presence of this second source of randomness will clearly increase the

standard deviation in the number of claims �kt
 and very often the skewness will be

greater, thus increasing the chance of excessive claim numbers.
After that  a Gamma distribution will be assumed as the probability distribu-

tion of the structure variable �q . As well known a negative binomial distribution is

then obtained for the random number of claims. Under these assumptions �Xt is

denoted to be a compound Polya Process, as a special case of the more general
compound Mixed Poisson Process. In this particular case, the moments of the
structure variable q are given by:

E q q h q h( ) ( ) / ( ) /� � �= = =1 1 2� �

A usual estimate of h is the reciprocal value of the observed variance of q.

The claim amounts, denoted by �Zi t, , they are assumed to be i.i.d. random

7 Seasonal fluctuations are here disregarded because annual results are investigated. They should
be clearly taken into account if results were analysed on a six-months basis (for instance when
variation in claim frequencies between summer and winter are present in a motor insurance
portfolio).

8 Here the variation of the Poisson parameter n from one time unit to the next is analysed. It is worth
to recall that a “structure variableÓ have been also used when the variableness of the Poisson
parameter from one risk unit to the next is to be investigated (see Bühlmann (1970)).
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variables with a continuous distribution – having d.f. S(Z) – and to be scaled by only
the inflation rate in each year. The moments about the origin are equal to:

E Z i E Z i ai t
j j t

i
j j t

jZ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,
� �= + � = + �� �1 10 0

with �kt
 and �Zi t,  mutually independent for each year t.

The expected claim size has been simply denoted by m whereas r2Z and r3Z are
risk indices of the claim size distribution9. Furthermore, the skewness of the

aggregate claim amount �Xt  is reducing (increasing) time by time accordingly the

positive (negative) real growth rate g as a natural result of the Central Limit
Theorem.

The risk reserve ratio � �u U Bt t t= /  is usually preferred to be analysed instead

of the risk reserve amount, and its equation is given by:

� �
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where r and p denote the following two non negative joint factors:
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The annual factor r is depending on the investment return rate j, the claim
inflation i and the real growth rate g; on the other hand factor p is depending on the
incidence of the risk premium by gross premium (P/B), constant if expenses and
safety loading coefficients (c and l) are maintained constant along the time,
increased of the investment return for half a year.

After some manipulations, the stochastic equation (3) of the ratio �ut turns to:
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9 Risk indices of the claim size distribution are:
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The expected value of this capital ratio can be easily derived:

E u

u p t if r

r u p
rt t

( )� =
+ � =

� + �
�

0

0

1

1

�

�
tt

r
if r

1
1

�
≠ (5)

If r=1 the expected value of the ratio �ut is a straight line in respect of time t

(linear increase if loading coefficient l is positive) whereas if rπ1 a non linear
behaviour of the expected value of risk reserve ratio is realised10. It is worth to

emphasize E u
t

( )�  initially depends significantly on the initial ratio u0 (by the factor

rt) but in case r<1 its dominance is shortly decreasing in favour of the second
addendum, where the safety loading coefficient l is playing a key role. Besides, the
insurer dimension n is not affecting the expected level of the capital ratio U/B.
Actually n is affecting both risk reserve U and premiums volume B but according
to the same proportion (at least in the present model) and then the expected ratio is
independent from the number of policies in force; that is not obviously in force for
the process volatility.

Further, only if r<1 is fulfilled a finite convergence level of the expected ratio
is obtained (“equilibrium level”):

u E u
p

rt
t= =

�
�� ∞

lim ( )�
�
1

(6)

Some comments are needed here. Firstly, not only the dimension n but also
the initial value u0 do not contribute to the equilibrium level u . Secondly, whether
that equilibrium level is either improving or not over the initial value u0 is
depending on the input parameters l, c and r, whereas higher safety loading and
investment return clearly will drive up the equilibrium level while higher expenses,
real growth and claim inflation will depress it.

In case r≥1 the expected ratio E u
t

( )�  diverges to positive or negative infinite

values according to sign and value of the safety loading coefficient.
As regards variance, skewness and higher moments of the risk reserve ratio

described in equation (4) see Pentikainen & Rantala (1982) and Havning and
Savelli (2005).

10 At this regard see Pentikäinen and Rantala (1982) and Beard et al. (1984).
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4. MODELLING PREMIUM RISK FOR A MULTILINE INSURER IN
CASE OF ONE YEAR TIME HORIZON

On the basis of the model summarized in the previous Section 3, in order to
investigate on the underwriting premium risk only, the risk reserve formula can be
simplified restricting the model to a single year, disregarding the initial risk reserve
(being the required initial requirement to be estimated), but assuming a multiline
insurer:

� �U P X1 1 11= + � ��� ���( )� (7)

Let L denote the number of lines of business. For each line of business,

l L= …1, , , let �kt
 represent the random variable of the number of claims occurred

in the forthcoming year and �Zl k,  the (random) claim size of the k-th claim regarding

the l-th LoB, then the aggregate claims amount of the forthcoming year is given by
the next compound process (if full independence among all LoBs is assumed):

� � �

�

X X Zl
l

L

l k
k

k

l

L l

= =
�

��
�

��= ==
∑ ∑∑

1 11
, (8)

Clearly it is assumed the claims amount of different lines to be dependent each other
according a linear correlation matrix. As will shown later the simulation model will
be applied to 3 LoB and we will assume three kind of dependence:

– Full independence (� i j, =0  for each iπj)

– Full dependence (� i j, =1  for each couple i,j)

– Linear dependence (according the correlation matrix adopted in QIS2).

No copula structures have been assumed to test their effect on capital
requirements11.

For these analyses four different non-life insurance companies are regarded
(their figures are summed up in Table 1), all of them having different dimension and/
or different claim size coefficient of variability (CV). Furthermore all insurers
underwrite business in the same 3 lines of business (Motor Third-Party Liability -
MTPL, Motor Damages and Property) with the same weight on the gross written
premiums volume (rather similar to the actual proportion in the Italian insurance
market):

11 At this regard some results are given in Savelli and Clemente (2007).
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• LoB 1: MTPL (R.C.Auto): 62,5%

• LoB 2: Motor Damages (CVT): 12,5%

• LoB 3: Property: 25,0%.

Tab. 1: Parameters for premium and claims.

Consequently, the examined companies have the following initial total gross
premium volume (without regarding the increase by approximately 5% in the
forthcoming year, relevant for our risk capital evaluation):
– Company ALFA: 800 millions of Euros

– Company BETA: 400 millions of Euros

– Company BETA HIGH: 400 millions of Euros

– Company BETA2:  80 millions of Euros.

As we can see from Table 1 companies BETA and BETA HIGH have the same
volume of premiums (50% of Company ALFA) but they differ for the claim size CV
cZ (standard deviation/mean), double for the Company BETA HIGH. Finally, Company
BETA2 has the same parameters of insurers ALFA and BETA but it has a largely minor
dimension (1/10 of ALFA).

It is to be pointed out that some crucial parameters as safety loading

coefficient (l), claim size CV (cZ), standard deviation of structure variable (�
�q ) and

expenses coefficient (c) are figured out on the basis of Italian market data. Take note
that the high figure shown by the safety loading for LoB Motor Damages (approx.
30%), will give rise to a very low capital requirement for that single LoB because
of high expected technical profits.
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Moreover, the expected number of claims (n0) and the expected claim cost
(m0) reported in Table 1 for each LoB are referred to the initial year 0 and they will
increase in the examined year 1 (because of a time span of 1 year is regarded), as
described in previous section for the dynamic portfolio, according the annual rate
of real growth of portfolio (g) as to number of claims and the annual claim inflation
rate (i) as to claim size, assumed to be 2% and 3% respectively for all LoBs in the
next simulations.

In this way the gross premium volume of year 1 will be increased for each LoB
by approximately 5% and then the underwriting premium risk of year 1 is
consequently estimated, with the risk measures amount compared with the initial
(known) amount of gross premiums of the company.

As risk measure we regard the VaR approach with three different confidence
levels (1-e):
– 99.00% (corresponding to a S&P rating BB approx.)

– 99.50% (adopted by QIS2, and roughly equivalent to a S&P rating BBB-)12

– 99.97% (corresponding to a S&P rating AA).

in order to see how capital requirements are sensitive to the chosen confidence level.
On the basis of our simulations of the claim amount X for each LoB, it is

estimated the required percentile and the Risk Based Capital for the single l-th LoB
is computed as:

RBC X Pl l l l= � � + � �( ) ( )1 1� �
In case of independence among the claim amount of all the lines, the total

aggregate amount of claims will be clearly the sum of single LoB claim amount Xl
with an aggregate RBC amount minor than the sum of single RBC amounts of the
single LoBs because of a percentile of the aggregate minor than the sum of the LoBs
percentiles for the independence assumption. On the other hand, in case of full
dependence among all LoBs the aggregate RBC is derived as the sum of the
individual RBC.

In Figure 2 for the Company ALFA the simulated distributions of the total
claims amount for each LoB and the distribution of the aggregate amount are
reported in the special case of independence among the LoBs, where the main
characteristics of the distributions are also indicated.

12 The declared risk measure target in QIS2 standard formula assessment is the TVaR approach with
a 99.0% confidence level, or alternatively a 99.5% VaR approach. For the forthcoming QIS3 the
99.5% VaR approach is expected to de preferred. From field studies carried out in Europe the
99.0% TVaR is estimated to enlarge by  roughly 10% the capital requirement obtained by 99.5%
VaR approach.
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Further, for the same Company in Figure 3 are reported the simulated
distributions of the Combined Ratios (X+E)/B. As well known, when technical
results are in equilibrium this ratio (defined as claims amount plus total expenses
divided by gross premiums) is equal to 100%, while if its value is under/over this
threshold a technical profit/loss is occurred.

As expected, the figures show how the mean of the combined ratio (82.1%)
is very low for LoB 2 (Motor Damages) denoting a large technical margin (almost
18% of gross premiums); the other LoBs are instead expecting a small technical
profit (1% for MTPL and 2.2% for Property), with an aggregate margin for all the
lines in total around 3.5%. As to variability, the standard deviation of the combined
ratios are more or less in the range 7-9% for each LoB, and a 5.7% value is given
on the aggregate basis (under full independence assumption).

The RBC ratios (given by the RBC amount divided by initial Gross
Premiums) is related to the three examined confidence levels (see Figure 3 lower
part) and regarding 99.5% level as our benchmark. As expected the highest ratio is
registered for the line Property (30.7%) due mainly to its large claim size CV. Line
MTPL shows a 22.3% ratio while Motor Damage has only a 2.6% ratio because of
either its small cZ and large safety loading l, with a total capital requirement for the
whole  company ALFA equal to 13.0% of gross premiums in case of independence.
Always in case of independence, if another confidence level is adopted the
requirement is obviously decreasing (to 11.2%) for the 99.0% level, and increasing
(to 23.0%) for the 99.97% level.

Fig. 2: Company ALFA - Simulated distributions of the Total Claim Amount for each LoB and
of the Aggregate Claim Amount in case of independence (Number of simulations =
100.000).
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In case the QIS2 matrix correlation is assumed for these 3 lines (see Table 2)
the capital requirement is increasing to 14.8% (12.8% and 26.0% respectively for
the 99.0% and 99.97% levels) and finally in the limit case of a positive full
correlation the ratio is increasing to 21.9% (18.8% and 41.9% for the other two
confidence levels).

Fig. 3: Company ALFA - Simulated distributions of the Combined Ratios and RBC ratios for
each LoB and for the Aggregate level in case of independence (Number of simulations
= 100.000).
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Tab. 2: QIS2 correlation matrix.

Fig. 4: Company BETA - Simulated distributions of the Combined Ratios and RBC ratios for
each LoB and for the Aggregate level in case of independence (Number of simulations
= 100.000).

For the Company BETA (see Figure 4), having half dimension of the company
ALFA but identical parameters, for the 99.5% confidence level the capital requirement
does not receive a large improvement, and under QIS2 correlation assumptions the
ratio increase to 16.3% (it was 14.8% for company Alfa), with a range between
14.3% and 25.3% in case of independence or full correlation respectively.
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Moving to Company BETAHIGH (see Figure 5), having the only difference
from company BETA of the claim size CV (double values for each LoB), the
requirement becomes more significant (23.4%, with a range between 21.2% and
36.4%). This ratio is not so far to that one (26.2%, with a range between 24.1% and
39.6%) obtained for the smallest company (BETA 2), having the only difference of
dimension with companies ALFA and BETA (see Figure 6).

All the numerical results are summed up in Table 3, where many comments can be

derived.

Fig. 5: Company BETAHIGH - Simulated distributions of the Combined Ratios and RBC ratios
for each LoB and for the Aggregate level in case of independence (Number of simulations
= 100.000).
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In particular it is to be paid attention to the next elements:

• the relevant RBC ratios obtained for the single LoB Property, caused by its
higher cZ (equal to 10, compared with values 2 and 4 for the other LoBs) and
small technical profit, with values almost close to 100% for companies BETAHIGH

and BETA 2 and over 300% in case a AA rating target is desired;

• Here the positive effect of aggregation of different lines is very clear, that in case
of not full correlation allow the companies a significant saving of required
capital. For instance, if independence is assumed the required capital ratio is
decreasing from 21.9% to 13.0% of premiums for the largest company and from
39.6% to 24.1% in case of the smallest company;

Fig. 6: Company BETA 2 - Simulated distributions of the Combined Ratios and RBC ratios for
each LoB and for the Aggregate level in case of independence (Number of simulations
= 100.000).
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• The main advantage of aggregation is given by the Motor Damage LoB,
requiring a very low capital because of the above mentioned effects of low
variability and high expected profit.

Tab. 3: RBC ratios on both individual and aggregate basis for the 4 companies, according the
confidence level and the correlations assumptions.

5. THE QIS2 STANDARD FORMULA FOR THE NON-LIFE UNDE-
RWRITING RISK

Under the second Quantitative Impact Study (QIS2), the CEIOPS pictured for
the first time a standard formula for the Solvency Capital Requirement,
comprehensive of the estimation for the six categories of risk and their dependencies.

The QIS2 formula is given as follows:

SCR = BSCR – RPS – NL_PL (9)
where:
– BSCR: Basic Solvency Requirement

– RPS: Reduction for profit sharing (concerning life insurances);

– NL_PL:, expected profit or loss arising from next year’s business (for non-life
insurance):

SCR CorrSCR SCR SCRrxc
r crxc

= � �∑ (10)
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where the correlation matrix CorrSCR is:

in which only target values are inserted in the cells:
– MH: Medium High (approx. +0.75)

– M: Medium (approx. +0.50)

– ML: Medium Low (approx. +0.25)

– L: Low(approx. 0)

We focus now our attention to the Non-Life Underwriting Risk SCRnl module,
for which 3 sub-categories of risks are identified:
– Premium Risk

– Reserve Risk

– CAT Risk

The output requirements for these 3 categories are then to be deducted of the
expected technical profit of the forthcoming year according the overall formula (9).
CEIOPS identified 11 different lines of business (LoB) for non-life business, in
order to fix different standard parameters according the risk profile of each LoB:
• 1. Accident and health

• 2. Motor, third party liability

• 3. Motor, other classes

• 4. Marine, aviation and transport

• 5. Fire and other property damage

• 6. Third party liability

• 7. Credit and suretyship

• 8. Legal expenses

• 9. Assistance

• 10 Miscellaneous non-life insurance

• 11 Reinsurance.
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The requirement SCRnl is then given by:

SCR CorrNL NL NLnl
rxc

r crxc
= � �∑ (11)

where:
– NLres    = the placeholder capital charge for reserve risk

– NLprem = the placeholder capital charge for premium risk

– NLCAT  = the placeholder capital charge for catastrophic  risk

and the correlation matrix among the three non-life underwriting risks: where
(positive) dependencies are assumed only between premium and reserving risks.

Premium Risk
According CEIOPS Premium Risk is to be “understood to relate to future

claims arising during and after the time horizon for the solvency assessment.
Premium risk is present at the time the policy is issued, and before any insured
events will have happened. The risk is that expenses plus the volume of incurred
losses for these claims (comprising both amounts paid during the time horizon and
provisions made at its end) is higher than the premiums received.” 13

The Premium Risk is then estimated according two different approaches, the
first according a market-wide approach and the second taking into account the
specific technical data of the company by the combined ratios for each LoBs
(undertaking specific):

NL Pprem M1 = ( ) �� � NL Pprem U2 = ( ) �� � (12)

with P the gross premium volume net of reinsurance and the function r(X) as estimate
of the 99% TailVaR of a probability distribution with standard deviation X:

�( )
. log( )

.

.
X

N X
=

� � +( )0 99 1

0 01

0 99
2�

being F the cumulative distribution function of Standard Normal distribution and

13 CEIOPS: “Quantitative Impact Study 2 – Technical Specifications”, 2006, page 50.
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N0.99 the 99% quantile of the standard normal distribution.
In case the market-wide approach is used, CEIOPS has fixed volatility

coefficients for each LoB (flob see Figure 7) and according the size factor (sflob see
Figure 8), enlarging the volatility in case of small insurers, are used to get the overall
volatility sM (to be inserted in the function r) according a given correlation matrix
(see Figure 7):

� � �M
rxc

r c M r M crxcP
CorrLob P P= � � � �∑1

2 , ,   with   � M lob lob lobsf f, = � (13)

with QIS2 size factor formula given by:

sf

if P m

P
lob

lob gross

lob gross

=

≥

�

1 100

10

10 6

,

, i
,if m P m

otherwise

lob gross100 20

10

20

> ≥

�

�

�
�
���

�

�
�
�
�

(14)

It is worth to notice the size factor is applied to each LoB having a gross
premium volume less  than 100 millions of Euro, with a maximum coefficient of

Fig. 7: Volatility factors and correlation matrix for Premium Risk.
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2.24 in case of very small dimension of the LoB premiums (less than 20 millions).
On the other hand, if an undertaking specific approach has been adopted then

CEIOPS gave the following formula to estimate sU throughout the combined ratios
of the lines registered in the last 15 years (with a minimum of 10) by a formula
similar to (13), where instead of sM,lob we have:

� µCR lob
lob lob

lob y lob y lobJ P
P CR, , ,=

�( ) �(1

1 i
i i ))∑ 2

y

being Jlob > 10 the number of available combined ratios.

Reserve Risk
According CEIOPS Reserve Risk “stems from two sources: on the one hand,

the absolute level of the technical provisions may be mis-estimated. On the other
hand, because of the stochastic nature of future claim payouts, the actual claims will
fluctuate around their statistical mean value.”14

The specific capital charge is estimated according a unique approach (i.e. no
undertaking specific approach is allowed for reserve risk)

NL PCOres1 = ( ) �� �

having denoted by PCO the the net provision for claims outstanding for the overall
business and by s the market-wide estimate of the standard deviation of the run-off
result of the forthcoming year:

� � �= � � � �∑1
2PCO

CorrLob s PCO PCOrxc
r c r crxc

_ Re   with:  � lob lob lobsf f= �

being the correlation matrix (CorrLob_Res) equal to the correlation matrix for
premium risk and where reserve volatility factors (flob) are:

Further, the size factors flob are depending on the volume of the PCO for the
LoB according the same rule (see formula (14)) established for premium risk (with
identical threshold amounts 20 and 100 millions of Euro).

14 CEIOPS: “Quantitative Impact Study 2 – Technical Specifications”, 2006, page 53.
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CAT Risk
According CEIOPS CAT Risk “stem from extreme or irregular events that are

not sufficiently captured by the factor-based model for premium and reserve risk.”.
For this risk category QIS2 provides two different approaches to evaluate the

capital charge: market-based approach and scenario-based approach.15

Non-Life Expected Profit/Losses (NL_PL)
For non-life insurance business, the determination of the overall capital

charge also takes into account the expected profit or loss NL_PL arising from next
year’s business.

For Premium risk the expected surplus is taken into account on the basis of
next formula:

NL PL Pprem_ ( % )= �100 µ (15)

where the value m  is representing the weighted average of combined ratios for
single LoBs, obtained regarding combined ratios registered in the last 3-5 years:

µ
µ

=
∑ lob lob
lob

P

P

Consequently, if m is minor than 100% a technical profit is expected for the
forthcoming year  and the resulting amount is deducted by the Basic SCR. On the
other hand, if the expected combined ratio is larger than 100% the estimated loss
is then added to capital requirement.

The expected profit coming from reserve is instead derived from

NL PL PCOres_ = �µ (16)

with m denoting the estimate of the expected value of the reserve run-off for the
forthcoming year and obtained as weigthed average of mlob concerning the single
LoBs:

µ
µ

=
�∑ lob loblob
PCO

PCO

with mlob estimated by the ratio between the (reserve) risk margin RMlob and the
outstanding claim reserve:

15 For further details at this regard see CEIOPS: “Quantitative Impact Study 2 – Technical
Specifications”, 2006, page 55.
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µ �lob
lob

lob

RM

PCO
= �

where the coefficient a denotes the portion of outstanding claim reserve expected
to be settled in the forthcoming year.

In the next some analyses to assess the impact of the standard formula
proposed in QIS2 are performed restricted to the Non-Life Underwritig Risk,
including both Premium and Reserve Risk. At this regard we refer to the 4
theoretical companies mentioned in the previous Section 4 having only 3 LoBs,
with their parameters summed up in Table 1. To those data, related mainly to
premium and claims, some data are now added concerning the outstanding claim
reserve (PCO), its risk margin and the historical series of the combined ratios
(assumed to be those of the Italian market for the last 15 years for all 4 companies).

In particular, for all insurers the same ratio between PCO (computed as 75th

percentile and including risk margin) and gross premiums P is assumed accordingly
the LoB with identical relative risk margin (RM/PCO) and settlement speed
parameter a:

It is to be pointed out as expected technical results of the forthcoming year for
all these LoB are assumed to get a profit (see average CR for last 3 years), rather
significant for LoB 2 characterized by a very low expected combined ratio 69.1%.

Using these parameters together with the premium and claim parameters
already mentioned in Table ??, the next output capital charges are obtained for the
underwriting risk, subdivided among Premium Risk (according the two suggested
approaches) and Reserve Risk, being included in both cases deduction/addition for
technical profits/losses; furthermore the aggregate result for SCR is figured out (in
% of initial gross premium volume) according both approaches that include the
effect of assumed correlation.

Tab. 4: Some additional parameters for outstanding claim reserve and combined ratios.
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In Table 5 are reported the ratios for Company ALFA only, both on the
aggregate and monoline basis. It has to be mentioned these final results (as those
reported successively) are clearly highly depending on the set of the numerous
assumptions mentioned before and many comments would be needed to deeply
explain the final results. Only the key comments will be here mentioned.

Firstly, for the Company ALFA the SCR for Reserve Risk (40.1%) is by far
larger than the requirement for Premium Risk (24.2% or 15.3% depending on the
approach). As it may be derived also from monoline results, that is mainly due to
either significant volatility factor of reserving risk for the MTPL line and the high
weight of the outstanding claim reserve for this specific LoB (150% of premiums).
On the other hand, for Premium risk the LoB 2 in particular (Motor Other Damages)
is requiring a soft capital, even negative according to the market approach, due to
significant expected profit.

Secondly, the sum of the stand-alone SCR (69.0% or 61.4% according the
approach) would lead to an increase of approximately 30% of the aggregate SCR
(55%-49%). Clearly this effect is also depending by dimension and correlation
parameters.

Thirdly, capital requirements for an hypothetical MTPL monoline (LoB 1
stand alone) would be absolutely unbearable for the shareholders, being required
a capital equal to 80-90% of gross premiums (note for the only Non-Life Underwri-
ting Risk):

As to the output comparisons with the other 3 multiline insurers, having in
practice only a smaller premium volume of the insurer ALFA (an half for companies
BETA and BETAHIGH and 1/10 for company BETA 2), Table 6 is summing up the main
results of the capital requirements.

Tab. 5: SCR ratios for Company ALFA through QIS2 Standard Formula.
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As expected larger relative requirements are obtained (because of the size
factor in case of market approach), with very limited differences for the two
medium-size insurers (BETA and BETAHIGH, with 400 mln premium volume) and
more relevant effect for the small-size insurer BETA 2 (80 mln premium volume).

It is to be emphasized that for simplicity we have assumed the same historical
series of combined ratios for all these 4 insurers (and consequently the same
requirement ratio is obtained - 15.3% - for the undertaking approach of the Premium
Risk), but that may be easily criticized because in practice a smaller company would
report a more volatile distribution of the combined ratios and then a larger
requirement ratio would be in force, as correctly captured by the market approach
(40.1% instead of 24/25%). Therefore, for a rigorous comparability it would be
preferable refer to market approach results only.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the two medium-sized companies BETA

and BETAHIGH have the identical ratios because the only difference among them is
BETAHIGH has for each LoB a doubled claim size CV compared to those referring
to insurer BETA. Being the market approach not sensitive to this parameter the
requirements are not changing (this difference should give rise to a more volatile
combined ratio in the underwriting approach) but on the contrary it should be easily
captured by an Internal Model.

Tab. 6: SCR ratios for the 4 Insurers through QIS2 Standard Formula.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the large impact of the QIS2 standard formula as to the Non-Life
Underwriting Risk only has been outlined, resulting new capital requirements
larger by far than present whole Solvency I requirement. In particular, having paid
much attention to choose theoretical insurers to be representative of the Italian
market, we can state for either large and medium insurers the new requirement
would be approximately 50-55% of gross premiums against a current requirement
ratio of approximately 16-20%; for small insurers the gap would be even more
significant (70-80% of premium volume).

Furthermore, for Premium Risk, where both market and undertaking
approaches are provided, for large companies with combined ratios distributions
identical to the Italian market, the market wide approach is indicative of a
significant risk overestimation. In fact, for Premium Risk the large insurer Alfa
shows a requirement ratio equal to 24.2% according to the market approach and
15.3% following the undertaking approach.

Finally, from the comparison of the results obtained by either QIS2 Standard
Formula and Internal Model (see Table 7) it seems that standard formula for
Premium risk (based on the market approach) is tailored to companies with rather
large variability (as insurer BETAHIGH) and it overestimates the requirement of
large-medium sized companies with medium variability (as companies ALFA and
BETA), with special reference to the line MTPL for which the Standard Formula gives
a doubled SCR ratio (42.1%) in respect of the Internal Model (22.3%). On the other
hand, it is to be noted the undertaking approach for Premium Risk of the large insurer

ALFA gives a result (15.3%) very consistent with the Internal Model output (14.8%).

Tab. 7: Premium Risk SCR – a comparison between Internal Model and QIS2 Standard
Formula.

Finally, for the small-size insurer too (BETA 2) the Standard Formula by the
market approach seems to largely overestimate the requirement compared to
Internal Model (40.1% vs 26.2%), mainly due to the penalizing effect of either size
factor and volatility factors.
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Clearly, more investigations in the future impact studies are needed to
consistently tailor the risk of the company, with special care to volatility factors flob
contained in market approach (for both premium and reserve risks), although it is
to be expected the adoption of conservative parameters by the CEIOPS (as for Basle
II in banking sector) being to drive the insurance market in using internal model for
management strategies one of its long run target.

Furthermore, it is still to be refined the use of internal models in order to obtain
results consistent with the reality of the market: at this regard a good example is
given by the estimate of Premium Risk, where actuarial literature is developing
sophisticated stochastic approaches in order to get internal model more and more
consistent with the real data of the company in terms of combined ratios (significantly
affected by the underwriting cycle) and correlation.
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PROGETTO SOLVENCY II E MODELLI DI RISK CAPITAL
PER L’UNDERWRITING RISK DELLE IMPRESE DI

 ASSICURAZIONI DANNI

Riassunto

In questo lavoro in primo luogo viene analizzata la formula per il Solvency Capital
Requirement (SCR) adottata dal CEIOPS nel documento metodologico elaborato nel
maggio 2006 ai fini del c.d. QIS2 (Quantitative Impact Study n. 2). A tale riguardo si farà
riferimento in particolare alle soluzione metodologiche adottate per il Premium Risk ed il
Reserving risk di una compagnia di assicurazione Danni.
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Successivamente, al fine di testare le peculiarità della predetta formulazione, i
requisiti di capitale ottenuti per alcune ipotetiche compagnie saranno confrontati con i
risultati ottenuti da un modello di simulazione di Teoria del Rischio per il Premium risk,
effettuando una analisi di sensitivity in funzione di differenti misure di rischio, livelli di
confidenza ed orizzonti temporali.

Da ultimo, verranno discusse le principali criticità e carenze della SCR formula
adottata nel QIS2.


